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NHESS review

This is an interesting paper asking the question of how we explain people’s intentions to
limit the impacts of flooding. Overall, I think the paper took several sensible choices. One
top of the previous reviewers comments (many of which I also agree with), I would add
the following (in no order of importance):

What is the research gap that this paper is trying to fill? I ask because there is a large
amount of research on behaviour intentions, and it is unclear in what direction the
paper seeks to advance this literature. Is it for example is it, the application of this
model to China[1, 2], or the application of a structural model of PMT to urban
residents[3]? I raise this last paper as a comparison, as I think you follow a similar
approach to those authors in that you start with PMT as a baseline model but greatly
extend it into one that can start to be seen as moving towards the PADM[4], or other
studies extending PMT[5].

Similarly, as the model contains more variables than the commonly used version of
PMT used, is it that surprising that it has a better predictive capability? It would be
strengthened if you could validate how much of a better predicative capability your
proposed model has, and if the increased survey complexity is worth this trade-off?

The statement made on page 3, lines 81-82. This is quite a strong statement to make,
especially as you state that you can model the heterogeneity as differences in risk
coping attitude, as you define from data collected in your survey. I would think this
raises the question of how this can deal with the heterogeneity in a more complete way
than previous studies, as are not the different responses to the questions also looking
at heterogeneity in the respondents?
The argumentation on page 4, I think this section needs more nuance introduced into
it. This is because the relationship can also be explained by the temporal dynamics of
adaptive actions being mismatched with the cross-sectional nature of the data
commonly connected[6-13], which when accounted for can explain the relationships
seen to be missing.- This could also be seen as explaining the positive relationships
with coping approval as people can increase their perceived coping appraisal after



successfully implementing measures as well.
The findings in relation to trust and social norms can also have additional nuance. This
is because trust/social normal can impact multiple avenues of PMT both positively and
negatively[14-17]. This has two further comments:

Be more careful in using the word “trust” as you are explicitly talking about trust in
governmental investment in protective measures
Given that there is a literature explaining potential interconnections between “trust”
and other social factors to coping appraisals, why is it not connected in your model
as well?

Could you place the 9.50 RMB incentive for completing the survey in the social context
– is this a large incentive, was it reasonable to assume it would help people answer the
survey.
Following the information presented on the living conditions of the respondents
described on page 10, I think you should mention the type of measures directly studied
on the survey into the main paper itself. This is because if all the measures being asked
for are not reasonable for employment by the households surveyed, I would question
the fundamental validity of their stated intentions to employ the measures.
I might be missing but for table 4, I only see that one of the variables has been defined
elsewhere in the text.
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